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 When it comes to the details of the anime adaptation of Ayashi no Ceres (2011), there are many beautiful aspects. It is one of the prettiest, edgiest, and most stylish of the anime so far. It’s evident that it’s something different from the usual female-oriented action anime. If you’re like me and need to see the beautiful elements at least once before diving into the show, let’s start at episode 7. This
episode provides us the first look at Ceres’s second head. It’s a young girl’s head and it doesn’t have the deep scars of Ceres’s first head. Her face is not mean, but instead looks like a young girl’s. The head has a cute face and a dimple on the cheek that’s a perfect detail. It’s one of the cutest anime girls I’ve ever seen. Next, we see Ceres’s real face. This is the face of a young woman. This is very

different from the cute face that’s used in the anime. This is a real portrait of Ceres’s real face, one that features a deep scar under her left eye, a cut above her right eye, and another on her chin. You can say that the face of Ceres is as beautiful as the face of a younger actress and the body as beautiful as the body of an older actress. I know that not all female anime characters have beautiful faces, but
this is one of the exceptions. Then we see Ceres’s second head and her real body. What’s striking here is that this is a real girl and not just a human being to simulate Ceres’s second head. This is a real, living girl and we don’t see many examples of this type of beautiful anime girls. Ceres’s face is beautiful because it’s one that was created by a young, beautiful actress. It’s not a face that’s been

mummified and left in a museum. This is a face created by an original actor and not an author. Ceres’s body is beautiful because it’s the body of a real young actress. Ceres’s body doesn’t look like a corpse or an animatronic, it’s a real body that 82157476af
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